We propose a new approach to systematic phase shift mask design. In doing so, we constrain the complexity of the mask at a pre-specified level by limiting the number of "features" on the mask. We then optimize the location, size and phase of the features so as to achieve a desired intensity pattern on the wafer. The main advantage of this object-oriented approach over our previous pixel-based solution is that it results in substantially larger assisting phase shift features, and is therefore easier to fabricate. Our approach can also be used to design masks with proper bias and/or extension of the depth of focus. We will show examples of contact hole, bright line and chromeless line-space mask designs.
Introduction
Since the revitalization of phase shift mask technology, computer-aided interactive design tools [1, 2, 3] are being developed to allow extraction of image quality information and bloating or shifting of a particular feature [1] . While these tools provide user friendly environments for design engineers, new phase shift configurations have to be conceived either by highly experienced engineers or through extensive trial and error. Our previously proposed systematic mask design technique on the other hand, allows automation of the above process by optimizing mask patterns numerically, thus avoiding trial and error [4, 5] . Specifically, the bit-map based optimization algorithm in [4, 5] is based on the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm: given a specification of a desired output light intensity at certain range of defocus, the algorithm chooses a nearly optimal bit-map mask pattern according to a chosen criterion. The designed masks have excellent performance, but are complex with many small pixels scattered around the main features.
In this paper, we move one step closer to the systematic design of practical phase shift masks by taking a new approach based on the algorithm in [4, 5}. This new approach can be used to design masks with reduced complexity, suitable for high volume manufacturing environments. Specifically, we view a mask as a collection of objects, with their locations, sizes, transmission coefficients and phases to be determined. In doing so, we are able to design masks with pre-specified complexity, where by complexity we mean the number of°T objects allowed and the minimum object size. The objects can be arbitrary rectangles with dimensions larger than the minimum feature size, and with a phase chosen from a finite size set of discrete phases. The positioning of the objects is at a finer resolution than the minimum feature size, for example at 1/4 of the minimum feature size. This reflects the fine positioning capability of the mask-making machine and results in increased flexibility in the optimization process, thus compensating for the loss of freedom due to limited number of objects and a larger minimum feature size. Therefore, masks designed by this new approach are likely to maintain the performance we previously achieved in [4, 5] while being considerably more practical for manufacturing purposes.
Unlike the approach in [4, 5] , where the pixels have fixed sizes at fixed locations, our new approach allows each object to expand or contract and change positions. Each such change generates a new mask to be evaluated. To facilitate this generation process within the previously stated constraints, we propose to use what we call the "bacteria" algorithm. This algorithm allows a randomly chosen object to change its position, left, right, up and down, or to expand/contract on a certain edge to the left, right, up or down. The algorithm employs the strategy of a bacteria in search of its food to govern the process of generating and accepting/rejecting new masks. It can quickly lead the search to a local minimum, even though it needs to be modified in order to find a near-global minimum.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we describe the problem formulation and the solution space. In section 3, we present our proposed bacteria algorithm and its variants. In section 4, we show masks designed by this approach which can provide a proper bias and extend the depth of focus. Conclusions and suggestions for future research directions are discussed in section 5.
Problem Formulation
For convenience, we consider a rectangular field of interest (0, l) x (0, li,,) as the mask area to be optimized. A mask is considered to be a collection of geometric objects with certain sizes, levels and locations in this field. Each level consists of a transmission coefficient and a phase. In practice, there are a finite number of transmission coefficients and phases. Since the transmission coefficient is typically either 0 or 1 and fixed, we will use the words "level"
and "phase" interchangeably. We allow two classes of objects in the mask. One class is composed of fixed objects, which represent the environment under which our optimization is performed and are therefore not modified during the optimization process. These objects can be any polygon at any location and with any available level. The second class of objects is composed of variable or floating objects, whose sizes, locations and levels are to be determined during the optimization process. For convenience, we only consider rectangular floating objects. To be manufacturable, the sizes of all objects must be larger than the minimum mask feature size L. The location of a floating object is on a discrete grid where the grid size 5 is smaller than the minimum feature size. For example, the grid size can be four times smaller than minimum feature size, i.e. z = 4 x 6, to reflect the capability of a mask-making machine. To avoid the formation of features smaller than , no object is allowed to overlap with any other object during the optimization process. Clearly, if we do not limit the number of objects in the optimization process, then given a minimum mask feature size, the solution space for bit-map based approach becomes a subset of the solution space of object-based approach. Intuitively, the size of this subset is much smaller than the size of its superset, the solution space of the object-based approach. In general however, it is hard to to compare the size of these two spaces if the number of objects is limited. This is due to the difficulty in counting all the possible positions and sizes of each object in the object-based approach.
Taking advantage of the increase in solution space, it is conceivable to use a larger mmimum feature size in the object-based mask optimization and simultaneously maintain the same performance as a bit-map based mask. This possibility is justified because the relative positioning of the mask features influences the nature of the light interference pattern, while the size of the features only influences the strength of the light interference. Since our proposed object-based approach can position objects at a finer resolution than minimum feature size, we can still control the light interference pattern in order to arrive at masks with acceptable performance and yet practical for manufacturing purposes.
The Bacteria Algorithm
In this section, we assume that given any mask, we can calculate the resulting intensity I(x, y) on a wafer at different optical planes. We also assume that we have a criterion I (I) that evaluates the performance of a mask by comparing its intensity to a desired intensity pattern on the wafer [4, 5] . The optimization process is assumed to be iterative in nature. Given any initial mask, we generate a new mask by a generation rule, evaluate its performance by computing f, then decide whether to accept the new mask using an acceptance rule. We will repeat the above process until it terminates according to a stopping rule.
Due to the size of the solution space in the optimization process, the simulated annealing algorithm used in [4, 5] requires long time in order to obtain near-global optima. Therefore, we have opted to use a "bacteria algorithm" , to efficiently find a local minimum. A bacteria does not have eyes, but it can still find places where there is a high concentration of food. The strategy it uses is simple: it randomly starts moving in a direction, tasting the food concentration along the way, and continues going in the same direction if the food concentration increases. When the food concentration decreases, the bacteria stops, randomly generates a new direction and repeats the above process. This way a bacteria always moves from low to high food concentration regions. In our search for the best mask given an arbitrary intensity desired pattern, we are in a similar position to a bacteria in its search of food. There is no easy way to know the way the objective function varies with the changes in the mask unless we actually compute the objective function. In contrast to the movement of a bacteria, we consider the direction that a mask "moves" ,in its solution space, to consist of a particular object in the mask being chosen, the choen phase of the object, the direction of displacement of the object (left, right, up and down) or the expansion (contraction) of the object on a certain edge (left, right, up and down). There are two classes of movements to be distinguished. We define the movement of an object to be any displacement of its position or change of its size, but not the change of its phase. We define the movement of a mask to be any movement or change of phase of an object in the mask. Therefore, movement of an object always results in a movement of the mask, but not vice versa. Since changing the phases of the objects affects optical interference in a more dramatic way than changing the positions and sizes of the objects, phase changes are restricted during the optimization. To save computation time, we set a low probability for the mask to move in a direction that requires a change of phase of an object. All the movement directions of an object are equally likely to be chosen. In each step of the optimization, the amount of displacement or change of size of an object is the grid size i5. The algorithm can be briefly described as follows.
1. Start with an initial mask which could either be random or designed in a specific way.
Mark the mask movements in all directions as having been rejected.
2. Randomly choose a floating object.
3. Choose to modify the object by the following steps:
a. If the last movement of the mask due to a movement of this object resulted in an acceptance of the new mask, then choose to move the object in the same direction as in the last movement. b. Otherwise, randomly choose a new movement direction for the object.
If the previous movement of the object in the same direction resulted in an acceptance of the movement, then use this direction; else, flip a biased coin. With a small probability, choose to change the phase of the object and with a large probability, use the newly generated direction.
C. If the chosen movement causes the chosen object to be outside optimization boundary, or to overlap with other fixed or floating objects, or to become smaller than the minimum feature size, then go back to step b.
4. Compute f(I(x, y)) due to the newly generated mask and compare it to the previous mask.
If I decreases, then accept the new mask and mark the direction as "accepted"; else, reject the new mask and mark the corresponding direction as "rejected"
5. Check the stopping rule; if not satisfied, go to step 2; otherwise stop and take the current mask as the optimized one. The stopping rule we have chosen is similar to that in [5] .
This bacteria algorithm is effective in searching for a local minima, but not necessarily a good local minimum. The reasons are: (1) only a local search is conducted in each iterative step; (2) the acceptance rule is greedy. These two factors combined can produce the so called "infeasible direction" , which happens when the edges of two floating objects are touching each other, and therefore can not move towards one another due to the no overlap constraint. If neither of the two objects can move away from each other due to the greedy acceptance rule, then there is no way to reach a mask which requires the boundary of the two objects to move simultaneously in a certain direction. In other words, the solution space in this algorithm is not connected.
The SA algorithm can be combined with the bacteria algorithm to overcome these problems, but our experience shows that due to the nature of the problem, the SA algorithm converges at an impractically slow rate. To allow efficient search of minima without falling into a shallow local minimum, we use a simple deterministic approach which more or less avoids shallow local minima. We simply calculate a moving average of the previous decreases of the objective function in single moves which were not necessarily accepted. The next move is accepted only if it results in a decrease of the objective function larger that a certain percentage of the moving average. This way, since the moving average decreases with iterations, major improvements are sought first, followed by minor improvements. This measure also helps to avoid the formation of infeasible directions due to movements with only a minor improvement. We have found experimentally that this measure causes the bacteria algorithm to converge at a slower rate but results in solutions of higher quality. Finally, the bacteria algorithm performs well if the initial mask is near a "good" mask. Since its solutions do not deviate much from the initial mask, it is incapable of finding a near-global minimum. To facilitate the creation of new mask configurations, a different generation rule can be used in the beginning of the optimization. This rule allows the generation of objects with random size, location and phase, to replace an existing floating object. This way, the algorithm visits a larger portion of the solution space and is therefore more likely to find a near-global minimum than a local one.
Simulation Results
In all the examples in this section, the mask patterns are assumed to have four-fold symmetry. The optimization is done only to the first quadrant. All the simulations are done at i-line (O.365m), 0.48 numerical aperture and 0.38 degrees of partial coherence, unless otherwise stated. In all the mask patterns, the white areas represent transparent without any phase shift, dark shaded areas represent opaque areas and light shaded areas represent transparent areas with 18O' phase shift. All the line widths on the wafer are calculated using a 0.3 contour size. Figure 1 shows the evolution of a binary mask pattern using the bacteria algorithm. The desired pattern is a O.9,um square. The optimization is done only at the focus plane. We have restricted the number of objects to two, the minimum mask feature size to i = O.2251um and the grid resolution to t5 = O.O5625m. The optimization starts with two randomly generated rectangles in the first quadrant. One of the objects gradually evolves into a O.9,um square and the other object evolves into a serif at the proper position. Figure 2 shows the intensity contours due to a conventional binary mask and the designed mask. Clearly, the serif compensates for optical diffraction at the corner, and the optimized mask results in a more "squared" intensity pattern than that due to a mask without the serif. Of course, this is a special example in the sense that the resulting mask is already well known [6, '7] .
Our second example deals with contact hole designs which are variations of outrigger and ring phase shift designs. The desired intensity pattern is a O.41am contact hole at optical planes of Otm and 1.6gm defocus. In the optimization, the minimum mask feature size is O.2im x O.2im and the positioning accuracy is O.O5um. The total number of objects is three, all of them floating objects. Starting with an arbitrarily constructed outrigger phase shift mask design, shown in Figure 3a , our algorithm produces the mask shown in Figure 3b biased binary mask, "mit" for initial mask of the optimization, "opt" for optimized mask, 'x" for the x-direction, "y" for the y-direction.
Intensityx Intensity E 2D Mask Figure 6 : The initial mask, obtained by manually modifying the mask in Figure 3b . The optimization starting from this mask results in the optimized mask in Figure 7a . In the mask, the dark area is opaque; all the other areas are transparent with different phases: white for 0° , shade for 180".
size O.432m x O.432itrn, the initial mask and the optimized mask are compared in Figure 4 . As seen, the optimized phase shift mask not only provides the proper bias for the correct contact hole size, but also greatly extends the depth of focus, and enhances the contrast throughout the defocus range of interest. The extension of the depth of focus over a biased conventional mask is close to 200% and the enhancement of the contrast over a biased binary mask is about 35%. One possible concern with the large phase shifters in the optimized design is the large side lobes. A plot of the intensity distribution along the y-axis, due to the mask in Figure 3b , is shown in Figure 5 . From this intensity plot, the largest side lobe occurs at the focus plane and is below 0.16. Since our specified threshold is 0.15, this side lobe can be considered acceptable. To obtain smaller side lobes, we can simply reduce the specified threshold in the optimization criteria [5] . We have also found that the side lobes due to the mask in Figure 3b are smaller in the x-direction than in y. Although the optimized mask is not symmetric with respect to the diagonal axis, the difference in line width in the x and y directions is only about 3%. We can manually modify the optimized mask in Figure 3b to obtain a symmetric mask, shown in Figure 6 . Using this modified mask as an initial mask for the optimization process, we obtain an improved mask, shown in Figure 7a , whose line width is almost the same in the x and y directions, as shown in Figure 7b .
For comparison purposes, we have applied our algorithm to design a O.4jm contact hole for the same optical parameters used in [8, 9] , i.e. 0.42 numerical aperture and 0.3 degrees of partial coherence. The mask in {8, 9] and our designed mask are shown in Figures 8a and  8b respectively, and their performance in terms of size and intensity is shown in Figure 8c . There are several advantages to our mask as compared to the one in [8, 9] . First, unlike our designed mask in Figure 8b , the mask in [8, 9] requires overexposure in order for it to result in a 0.4 tm contact hole; otherwise it results in a 0.lpm contact hole as demonstrated in Figure 8c . Second, as seen in Figure 8c , the maximum intensity for our mask is at least 100% larger than that of the mask in [8, 9] . Third, our designed mask has a longer depth of SPIE Vol. 1927 Optical/Laser Microlithography VI (1993) / 485 E focus. Fourth, our designed mask is easier to fabricate because of larger phase shifter sizes.
The masks obtained via our object-based approach are not only easy to fabricate, but also robust. For example, if we use the contact hole mask shown in Figure 7a with a different set of optical parameters than the ones it was designed for, its performance remains acceptable. Figure 8d shows the contact hole size and maximum intensity due to the mask in Figure 7a and the mask in [8, 9] . As seen, the extension of depth of focus for our mask shown in Figure 7b persists in Figure 8d , maintaining uniform contact hole size for about defocus. In addition, the maximum intensity of the mask in Figure Ta is still larger than that of the mask in [8, 9] , even though it was optimized with a different set of optical parameters than it was tested with.
The new phase shift configurations presented in Figures 3b and 'Ta are not unique to the O.4im size. Optimizations for different contact hole sizes, such as O.6im and O.IO1um, have all resulted in similar configurations. We present an example which starts with a ring phase shift configuration, and converges to the configuration, shown in Figure 9a . The desired pattern is a O.6pm contact hole. The minimum mask feature size is again O.2tm x O.2jzm, and the positioning accuracy is O.05fLn2. Although the mask is not identical to Figures 3b and 7a, the structure is inherently similar to the previously shown configurations, and its resulting intensity, shown in Figure 10 , is quite acceptable. Figure 9b compares the line width and maximum intensity due to the designed mask and a binary conventional mask. The extension of the depth of focus and enhancement of the contrast are self-evident. This example indicates: (1) the shape of tile assisting phase shifters is less important than the position and area of the phase shifters; (2) since starting with a ring phase shift design we arrive at a different configuration, we conclude that for contact holes, a ring phase shift 486 Comparison of the contact hole diameter and the maximum intensity at different optical planes due to different masks with the following notations: "d" for contact hole diameter, "I" for maximum intensity, "bias" for 0.432pm biased binary mask, "opt" for optimized mask, "x" for the x-direction and "y" for the y-direction. (d) Comparison of the contact hole diameter and the maximum intensity at different optical planes due to different masks with the following notations: "d" for contact hole diameter, "I" for maximum intensity, "tera" for conventional mask in (a), "opti" for optimized mask in Figure 7a , "opt" for optimized mask in (b), "x" for the x-direction and "y" for the y-direction. Comparison of the contact hole diameter and the maximum intensity at different optical planes due to different masks with the following notations: "d" for contact hole diameter, "I" for maximum intensity, "reg" for conventional mask, "opt" for optimized mask, "x" for the x-direction and "y" for the y-direction. Comparison of the line width and the maximum intensity at different optical planes due to different masks with the following notations: "d" for line width, "I" for maximum intensity, "reg" for conventional binary mask, "mit" for initial mask in the optimization, "opt" for optimized mask, "x" for the x-direction and "y" for the y-direction.
desigu does irnt result iii the best possible performance.
Next we show an example of a space design. The desired pattern is a O.4tm space or bright line under the illumination of light with 0.58 degree of partial coherence. The optimization is done at O.Ojtm, and 1.5im defocus, with a minimum mask feature size of 1.2gm X O.1zm and a positioning accuracy of O.O5jtrn. The total number of objects is two, both floating objects. Starting from an outrigger type phase shift mask as the initial guess, the algorithm arrives at the mask shown in Figure 1 la, which is a variation of the outrigger type mask. The line width and maximum intensity along different defocus due to the initial mask, the designed mask and a conventional binary mask are shown in Figure lib . As seen, the initial mask produces a high intensity but incorrect line width (O.55,am), the designed mask produces the correct line width and an extension of depth of focus without sacrificing the contrast, as compared with the conventional binary mask. An advantage of this designed mask over the one in [8, 9] is that, even though they have approximately the same performance, the phase shifter line width in our mask is 50% larger than that used in [8, 9] , and therefore easier to fabricate. mask are shown in Figures 12b and 13b , respectively. The initial mask has opposite phases with the same strength next to each other, cancelling out the light intensity. The optimized mask provides the proper biases for the 0° and 1800 phases to enhance/suppress intensity at the proper places. Finally, for comparison purposes, the pixel-based optimized mask in [5] and an objectbased optimized mask for a O.68um contact hole pattern are shown in Figures 14a and 14b , respectively. Both masks are optimized on O.Opin and 2.O,um optical planes, at i-line with 0.45 numerical aperture and 0.5 degrees of partial coherence. As seen in Figure 14c , their performance is nearly identical. But the object-based mask occupies less space, uses larger phase shifters and has simpler mask pattern than the bit-map based mask, and is therefore easier to fabricate. This example confirms our speculation in the introduction.
Summary and Discussion
In this paper, we have proposed a new approach for systematic phase shift mask design. This new approach differs from previous approaches in that the mask is considered to be a collection of niany objects with different phases, sizes and locations, instead of many pixels with different phases but fixed sizes and locations. A silent feature of our proposed approach is that the complexity of the design masks can be controlled by pre-specifying the number of objects and minimum feature size in advance. The "bacteria" algorithm is proposed in order to avoid the impractically long computation times needed for the simulated annealing algorithm. New phase shift mask configurations obtained by this approach are easier to fabricate than conventional phase shift mask configurations, yet perform as well or better. A "fair" comparison of computation times between the bacteria algorithm and the SA algorithm is hard to define. Our preliminary experience indicates that, for the same computation domain, and for optimization results with similar performance, the bacteria algorithm is 10 times faster than the SA algorithm. More complex mask patterns can be studied as research efforts continue in this direction. Further research should be directed to the development of a more sophisticated "bacteria" algorithm which more or less converges to a near-global minimum.
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